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The Old English Canon of
Byrhtferth of Ramsey

By Peter S. Baker

Until the beginning of this century, Byrhtferth, a monk of the abbey of Ramsey in East Anglia and eleventh-century England's leading man of science, was best known as the author of works he probably did not write. While Byrhtferth's Latin Preface to the computistical miscellany in Oxford, St. John's College, MS 17, and his Latin and Old English Manual in MS Ashmole 328, the only two works he signed, remained unpublished, he was credited with Latin commentaries on Bede's De natura rerum and De temporum ratione (first attributed to him by John Herwagen) and a Vita S. Dunstani signed "B" (first attributed to him by Jean Mabillon).1 Mabillon's attribution of the Vita to Byrhtferth was generally accepted without enthusiasm until William Stubbs in 1874 dismissed it from the Byrhtferth canon.2 Like most other scholars, Stubbs accepted without question Byrhtferth's authorship of the commentaries on Bede, but in 1896 Karl Classen, using elaborate arguments, challenged this by then traditional attribution.3 With the first publication of the full text of Byrhtferth's Preface in 1928 and of his Manual in 1929,4 it became apparent that the bombastic Latin of these works had little or nothing in common with the relatively smooth, polished style of the commentaries. It remained only for Charles W. Jones to show in 1938 and 1939 that the commentaries were actually compilations of material by several writers who worked at Auxerre in the late ninth and early tenth centuries, many years before Byrhtferth's birth.5
Before the commentaries were finally dropped from the Byrhtferth canon, another Latin work had been added. In 1929 Samuel J. Crawford published a detailed stylistic comparison of the Manual and the Vita S. Oswaldi in MS Cotton

1 Opera Bedae  Venerabilis presbyteri, Anglo-Saxonis  .  .   .   omnia in octo tamos distincta,  ed. John Herwagen (Basel,  1563), 2:1-173. The commentaries, or Glossae, follow each chapter of De natura rerum and De temporum ratione and are identified as "authore Brideferto Ramesiensi." Two chapters of De temporum ratione, with commentaries, were printed as separate works (1:164—84) with the titles De indigitatione and De ratione unciarum. For the Vita S. Dunstani, see Acta sanctorum ordinis s. Benedicti, ed. Jean Mabillon and Luc d'Achery, 2nd ed., 9 vols. (Venice, 1733-38), 7:639-40. The first edition appeared in Paris, 1668-1701.
2 Memorials of St. Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, Rolls Series (London, 1874), pp. xviii-xxii.
3 Uber das Leben und die Schriften Byrhtferds, eines angelsachsischen Gelehrten und Schriftstellers um das jahr 1000 (Dresden, 1896), pp. 9-18.
4 "Byrhtferth's Preface," ed. Geroge F. Forsey, speculum 3 (1928), 505-22; Byrhtferth's Manual, ed. Samuel J. Crawford, EETS 177 (1929; repr., London, 1966), cited by page and line. In quoting from the Manual and other texts, I expand the sign for and and eliminate the italics used by editors to indicate editorial expansions of manuscript abbreviations.
5 "The  Byrhtferth  Glosses," Medium AEvum   7  (1938),  81-97; Bedae Pseudepigrapha: Scientific Writings Falsely Attributed to Bede (Ithaca, 1939), pp. 21-38.
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Nero E. i, and concluded that the latter work was probably written by Byrhtferth, but for more than forty-five years this theory remained in that uncomfortable limbo between total acceptance and outright rejection.6 In 1975 Michael Lapidge reasserted Byrhtferth's authorship of the Vita S. Oswaldi, adding much new evidence, and argued convincingly that the Vita S. Ecgwini found in the same manuscript should be added to the canon.7
While Byrhtferth's Latin canon was being debated, work on his Old English writings did not entirely stand still. Humfrey Wanley attributed to Wulfstan the two homiletic pieces that follow the Manual in MS Ashmole 328 and are also found in a revised form in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 421.8 Classen, however, thought that at least part of the first piece (as far as Crawford, 240.18) had been written by Byrhtferth.9 Karl Jost argued forcefully (though not on his usual stylistic grounds) that Byrhtferth was the author of the first piece and stated his suspicion that he was the author of the second.10 Jost in any case established beyond doubt that Wulfstan could not have written either work. Finally, in 1974 Peter Clemoes published a daring and entirely new hypothesis that Byrhtferth was probably responsible for translating portions of the Old English Hexateuch and, rather less probably, for composing the Old English version of the Penitential of Halitgar of Cambrai.11 In this paper I

6 "Byrhtferth of Ramsey and the Anonymous Life of St. Oswald," in Speculum Religionis, ed. F. C. Burkitt (Oxford, 1929), pp. 99-111. The Vita was printed in The Historians of the Church of York and Its Archbishops, ed. James Raine, Rolls Series (London,  1879),  1:399-475. For full references to the debate over the authorship of the Vita, see Michael Lapidge, "The Hermeneutic Style in Tenth-Century Anglo-Latin Literature," Anglo-Saxon England 4 (1975), 91, n. 3.
7 "The Hermeneutic Style," pp. 90-94. Lapidge presents fuller arguments in "Byrhtferth and the Vita S. Ecgwini," Mediaeval Studies 41 (1979), 331-53. The Vita is inaccurately edited by J. A. Giles, Vita Quorundum [sic] Anglo-Saxonum: Original Lives of Anglo-Saxons and Others who Lived before the Conquest, Caxton Society 16 (1854; repr., New York, 1967), pp. 349-96.
8 Antiquae Literaturae Septentrionalis Liber Alter. Seu Humphredi  Wanleii Librorum Vett.  Septentrionalium . . . Catalogus (Oxford, 1705), p.  142. I refer to the two pieces as ManHom I and ManHom II. ManHom I was printed from Ashmole 328 in Crawford's edition of the Manual, pp. 240-42, and from  Corpus  Christi 421  by  Arthur S.  Napier,  Wulfstan, Sammlung der ihm zugeschriebenen Homilien, Sammlung englischer Denkmaler 4 (Berlin, 1883), pp. 242—45. ManHom II was printed from Ashmole 328 by Napier, pp. 246-50, and by Crawford, pp. 247-50. The version in Corpus Christi 421 has not been printed, though it was collated by Napier. In citing ManHom I and II I generally refer to Crawford's edition.
9 Uber das Leben und die Schriften Byrhtferds, pp. 30-31. Classen followed Wanley in attributing the second piece to Wulfstan.
10 Wulfstanstudien, Swiss Studies in English 23 (Bern, 1950), pp. 240-45.
11 For Professor Clemoes's attribution, see The Old English Illustrated Hexateuch, ed. C. R. Dodwell and Peter Clemoes, Early English Manuscripts in Facsimile 18 (Copenhagen, 1974), pp. 42-53. The Hexateuch was edited by Samuel J. Crawford in The Old English Version of the Heptateuch, EETS 160 (1922; repr., London, 1969), and is here cited as Hex, by book, chapter and verse. The "anonymous Hex" is here taken to include Gen. 4.1-5.31, 10.1—11.32, 24.15 — 50.25; Exod.; Lev.; Num. 1.1-12.15; Deut. 1.1-32.47; and Josh. 12. These are the portions believed by Clemoes to have been written by Byrhtferth; the remaining portions are mostly by AElfric. The Penitential was edited by Josef Raith, Die altenglische Version des Halitgar'schen Bussbuches, Bibliothek der angelsachsischen Prosa 13, 2nd ed. (Darmstadt, 1964), and is here cited as Pen, by page and line. Statistics from Pen do not include material from 60.2-65.6, a section borrowed from the Confessional of Pseudo-Ecgbert (see Raith, p. xxxv), except where the version in Pen differs from that in the Confessional.
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propose to reassess the attribution of these Old English pieces to Byrhtferth and to suggest the addition of several minor texts to the Byrhtferth canon.
In his important study, Clemoes uses the method, made standard by Karl Jost and others, of comparing the grammatical and stylistic details of texts to determine authorship. This method presupposes that every writer uses an idiolect that distinguishes his work from that of his contemporaries. The greater the number of similarities between two works, the more likely it becomes that they were written by the same person. Conversely, the discovery of consistent differences between the styles of two works is evidence that they were written by different persons, unless it can be shown that these differences were caused by a deliberate change of style, a change of genre, or some other factor.12 Lexical agreements noted by Clemoes (p. 50) between the Manual and Hex include the preference for swa, ealswa, and f>aes 8e over swa swa, f>eah over ]>eah de, eac over eac swylce, na over nateshwon or natofr&shwon, and beforan over cetforan; the use ofsodlice and witodlice usually in initial position in the sentence and the avoidance of the interjection efne; and the use of the words esne 'a man', (ge)nemnan 'to name', andswarian 'to answer', cethrinan 'to touch', winter 'year (as a unit of time)', and onmang 'among'. Both texts also use the "rare or rarish" words (ge)handlian 'to handle', arasian 'to lay open, discover', underwridian 'to support', and median 'to find (something) out'. Agreements between Pen and the other two works (Clemoes, pp. 51-52) include the preference for swa, etc. over swa swa, ]>eah over \>eah de, and Ma over nateshwon; the absence of efne; and the use of the words ongemang 'among', began 'practice, carry out', (ge)handlian, oferniman 'to violate' (Hex only), and hwatung 'an augury' (cf. hwat(a) in Hex).
The three texts share other stylistic characteristics, though these are much more marked in the Manual than in the other two. Hex and the Manual both show a fondness for elegant variation, or the varying of words when a concept must be repeated, and both tend to give information for its own sake, particularly by giving lists of synonyms in Old English, Latin, Greek, or Hebrew (e.g., the chapter headings to Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy, and Manual 26.5-7, 46.29-30, etc.). The latter tendency can also be seen in a passage from Pen (not mentioned by Clemoes): "JE\c maessepreost sceal beon swa he gehaten is 'sacerd';}?aet is grecisc word and is on leden 'sacrum dans' and on ure geSeode 'halig syllend'."13
Clemoes's evidence is impressive and the approach he takes to the problem is excellent, as far as it goes. But his study is based almost entirely on a comparison

12  This is, of course, a simplified account of the method. For excellent examples, see Jost's Wulfstanstudien and his "Unechte yElfrictexte," Anglia 51 (1927), 81-103; Homilies of AElfric, ed. John C. Pope, EETS 259-260 (London, 1967-68), 1:94-105; Janet M. Bately, "King Alfred and the Old English Translation of Orosius," Anglia 88 (1970), 433-60; and Elizabeth M. Liggins, "The Authorship of the Old English Orosius," Anglia 88 (1970), 289-322.
13  Pen, 45.7—9. This etymology is from Isidore, and is paralleled in the poem Instructions for Christians, ed. James L. Rosier, Anglia 82 (1964), 14, 11. 106-12; see Fred C. Robinson, "Notes and Emendations to Old English Poetic Texts," Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 67 (1966), 361-62.
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of the language of the anonymous portions of Hex with that of those portions written by AElfric, and thus it shows primarily that the Manual and Pen generally agree with the anonymous Hex where it disagrees with the AElfrician Hex. In such a restricted approach there is a danger that some of the agreements turned up among the texts examined will have limited significance because the contrasting feature in AElfric is more or less peculiar to that author. For example, the absence of gemang, onmang, and ongemang in AElfric's writing seems to me a more distinctive feature than the presence of such words in the Manual, Hex, and Pen. There is a further danger that the Manual and Pen will be found to disagree with the anonymous Hex where that work agrees with the AElfrician Hex; the method apparently followed by Clemoes might not reveal such a disagreement.
Just such a disagreement may be observed in the distribution of the forms of the conjunction forr<?am (de) 'because' in our three works. As in the work of ^Elfric, the anonymous//«c prefers the compound conjunction/or^aw de [71] to fordam [13]. TheManual, however, strongly prefers/or<?am [40] tofordamde [4]. Pen here agrees with theManual, preferringfordam [23] tofordam de [3].14 It is true thatfordam (de) is not a very stable conjunction. For example, in a total of 152 examples in the Old English Orosius, there are thirteen instances where MS C disagrees with MS L in the use or omission of the relative particle de; that is, there is disagreement in about nine percent of all examples.15 But the distribution of fordam (de) is largely confirmed in Pen by the readings of three manuscripts and inHex by the readings of two manuscripts and a fragment of a third. If we accept that scribal corruption is unlikely in these two texts, then we must also accept that they disagree in the distribution of fordam (de). Whether or not such corruption took place in the transmission of the Manual, which exists for the most part only in a single copy, that text must disagree with either Hex or Pen.
What is the probability that the Manual originally agreed with Hex in the distribution of fordam (de) ? If the two works originally agreed, then the Manual must have had about thirty-seven examples of fordam de to about seven of fordam; to obtain the present distribution, a scribe or series of scribes would have had to change thirty-three, or some eighty-nine percent, of all examples of fordam de to fordam. Such a feat is hardly likely to have been accomplished by a series of scribes such as that responsible for the difference between the two manuscripts of Orosius. Even the late tenth- or early eleventh-century reviser of Gregory's Dialogues, a careful worker who strongly preferred fordam de to fordam, changed only eighteen of twenty-seven, or two thirds, of the examples of fordam in his exemplar to fordam de.16 This reviser not only changed fordam 

144  The numbers in brackets indicate the number of occurrences of each word or phrase. I take for<?an and fordon as mere variants of fordam.
15 Liggins, "The Authorship of the OE Orosius," p. 303, n. 42.
16 Bischof Wierferths von Worcester Ubersetzung der Dialogs Gregors des Grossen, ed. Hans Hecht, Bibliothek der angelsachsischen'Prosa 5 (1900-1907; repr., Darmstadt, 1965), pp. 1-174. The revision is printed in the right-hand columns.
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to ford am de; he radically altered the stylistic character of the Old English Dialogues. If, in order to bring the usage of theManual into line with that of Hex, we assume that a reviser or scribe changed/or<?am de tofordam in the Manual, then it becomes difficult to assume that any other linguistic or stylistic feature in the text as we have it is truly "Byrhtferthian." For example, the conjunction freah (de) seems to be every bit as unstable in Old English manuscripts asfordam (de).17 If we cannot assume that Byrhtferth's own distribution offordam (de) is at least approximately preserved in our text of the Manual, then how can we assume that that work truly agrees with Hex in the distribution of f>eah (de) ? Fortunately we need face no such problem, for there is no evidence that a reviser worked on the Manual and no example, as far as I know, of such a massive revision of a rather subtle linguistic feature in the history of any Old English text. We may conclude that the Manual and Hex disagree in the distribution offordam (de) as emphatically as they agree in the distribution of f>eah (de).
Another major difference between theManual and Hex is in the use of words meaning "God." As noted by Clemoes (p. 45), the anonymous Hex frequently uses the word Drihten, which is rare in the yElfrician Hex. Drihten in Hex can translate either Deus orDominus and is often used where there is no corresponding word in the Latin text.18 In the Manual, however, God [28] is the heavy favorite over Drihten [4]; further, Drihten is invariably used with a demonstrative pronoun or possessive adjective (e.g., urne Drihten 132.33; f>am mihtigan Drihtne 150.19), but is rarely so used in Hex. Hex three times uses ^Elmihtig God to translate Deus Omnipotent and once uses God ^Elmihtig where there is no corresponding Latin; theManual (where the Latin sources are unfortunately of little help) uses only God /Elmihtig [5].
Clemoes (p. 50) notes that both the Manual and Hex frequently use the verb (ge)nemnan 'to name'. This is an important difference between the anonymous Hex and the AElfrician Hex, which does not use the word at all. The similarity between the Manual and Hex becomes less impressive, however, when we look at all of the words used by these texts to mean "to name":
Hex:    (ge)nemnan  [46]	Manual:    (ge)hatan  [56]
(ge)hatan [14]	(ge)cigan [42]
(ge)nemnan [39] (ge)cweSan [21] geclypian  [1]

17 For example, peak (de) is used nine times in AElfric's De temporibus anni, ed. Heinrich Henel, EETS 213 (London,   1942).  Of these nine examples, there are three in which  the various manuscripts differ among themselves in the use or omission of the relative particle. Similarly, in AElfrics Grammatik und Glossar, ed. Julius Zupitza (Berlin, 1880), there are two such instances in the fifteen examples I have found of freak (8e).
18 The fact that Drihten is used often where there is no corresponding word in the Latin text demonstrates that it is not used simply as the reflex of a Latin word, but is an independent element of the Hex-translator's vocabulary. Examples: Gen. 4.10, 28.13; Exod. 8.31, 9.24, 12.35, 14.5, 22, 15.25, 16.11, 13, 32.31, 34.28.
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By far the favorite word for this concept in the Manual is (ge)hatan, which is not used a third as much in Hex as is (ge)nemnan. (Ge)nemnan, on the other hand, is used less often in the Manual than (ge)cigan, which Hex does not use at all. (Ge)cwedan, another word used frequently in the Manual, also does not occur in Hex. The Manual uses words meaning "to name" far more frequently [159] than does Hex [60]; one might argue that Byrhtferth's fondness for elegant variation therefore led him, in the Manual, to use more frequently words that he otherwise seldom used. Such an argument could explain why several rare words might be used proportionately more often in the Manual than in another text, but it could not, I think, explain the total absence of the rarer words from Hex or the great difference we have observed in the order of preference for these words.
Hex differs from theManual in its use of modal auxiliary verbs. In theManual we find that when a modal auxiliary and an infinitive are used together in a subordinate clause, the auxiliary nearly always precedes the infinitive [77] and rarely follows it [12]. In Hex, on the other hand, the auxiliary precedes the infinitive only slightly more often [57] than it follows [49]. Since the Latin most often has the word order infinitive-auxiliary, the question arises whether the Latin order might have influenced the Old English order in Hex. In fact, the Old English word order seems to be fairly independent of the Latin, as is suggested by a number of examples where the Old English order is the reverse of that in the Latin text, or where the Old English has the order infinitive-auxiliary even though the Latin has no periphrastic construction at all.19
Clemoes (p. 45) notes that unlike the /Elfrician Hex, the anonymous Hex does not use the interjection hweet. In the Manual, however, hwcet is used no fewer than seven times. It is not easy to see why Byrhtferth should have considered hweet to be appropriate in theManual but not in Hex, especially since jElfric used the word in his portion of that work.
The differences between Pen and the Manual are no less compelling than those between Hex and the Manual. Because Pen is the shortest of our three texts, however, the number of examples of any given feature is likely to be relatively small. Clemoes (p. 50) notes that both Hex and the Manual often use eac, but never eac swylce. Pen, however, uses eac swylce [2] beside eac [3]. All examples of eac and eac swylce in Pen are confirmed by the readings of the various manuscripts. Both theManual and Hex also use exclusively/orxJaw as an adverb meaning "therefore"; Pen uses this word only once, but three times uses fry. In a single instance (2.6) one manuscript of Pen readsforfrig, also not used in the Manual or Hex, instead of fry.
Clemoes (p. 50) notes that the Manual and Hex generally use sodlice and witodlice in initial position. Pen uses sodlice three times in initial position and twice again within the sentence, but it does not use witodlice at all. It is true that

19 For example, the Old English word order is the reverse of the Latin order in Gen. 45.7; Exod. 10.4; Lev. 3.1, 10.9; Num. 1.45; Deut. 1.22, 14.24, and the order infinitive-auxiliary is used where the Latin has no periphrastic construction in Gen. 32.12, 38.21, 43.11; Exod. 5.2, 21.1, 29, 32.30, 32.
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the Manual shows a slight preference for sodlice [12] over witodlice [9]; still, the total absence of witodlice from Pen raises questions, even though the number of occurrences of sodlice is fairly small. Unlike the Manual, Pen does not use hwcet (Clemoes, p. 51), but it could conceivably be argued that the word is less likely to be used in this type of text than in the Manual or Hex.
As noted by Clemoes (p. 50), the Manual uses winter frequently as a unit of time; in fact, both the Manual and Hex use winter and gear indiscriminately to count years (e.g., Manual 236.21; Deut. 24.5, 29.5). Pen, however, uses exclusively gear to count years unless the reference is to a man's age; there winter is used (18.10, 19.3). Winter is once used as a unit of time without reference to age (19.2); this may be due to the two nearby occurrences of winter or it may be due to scribal error, since one of the three manuscripts uses gear. Byrhtferth must note age only once in the Manual, when he says that the Paschal lamb was to be one year old; there he uses gear (134.17).
Like Hex, Pen differs from the Manual in the placement of modal auxiliaries in subordinate clauses. While the Manual has a strong preference for the word order auxiliary-infinitive, Pen has a preference, nearly as strong, for the order infinitive-auxiliary [46] over auxiliary-infinitive [13]. Because Pen is a very loose translation, there is little question of influence from the Latin word order.
As important as the specific differences noted above among our three texts is the general stylistic difference of Hex and Pen from the Manual, which is written in a highly ostentatious style that can best be compared to the hermeneutic style of Anglo-Latin writing (of which Byrhtferth was also a practitioner). Especially evident in the style of the Manual are a number of rare words, some of which are used again and again. Some of the most important of these are amearcian [42] 'to write down, mark out', apinsian [5] 'to consider', borlice [5] 'very, fitly', breuan [2] 'to write out', cyrtenlice [9] 'elegantly, well', gefcedlic(e) [2] 'proper(ly)', geondscridan [4] 'to traverse', mcenigtyw(nes) [2] 'wise, wisdom', orped(lice) [3] 'adult, vfise(\y)',sigan [3] 'to move (without notion of descent)', burhscrioan [2] 'to traverse, examine', and wurdlian [10] 'to speak, discourse'. None of these words is exclusively concerned with the matter of the computus and most of them represent fairly common concepts. All may be considered typical of Byrhtferth; several of them, in fact, will prove useful below in identifying other works by Byrhtferth.
It is worth remarking the close relationship between the vocabulary of the Manual and that of several sets of Old English interlinear glosses, particularly the glosses to Aldhelm's prose De laudibus virginitatis in Brussels, Royal Library, MS 1650, and MS Digby 146 of the Bodleian Library and to Defensor's Liber scintillarum.20 Of the twelve words listed above, four are found in the Aldhelm
20 Glosses from the Brussels manuscript are printed in The Old English Glosses of MS. Brussels, Royal Library, 1650 (Aldhelm's De Laudibus Virginitatis), ed. Louis Goossens (Brussels, 1974). The glosses in Digby 146 (apparently copied from the Brussels manuscript) are in Old English Glosses, ed. Arthur S. Napier, Anecdota Oxoniensia, Medieval and Modern Series 11 (Oxford, 1900), pp. 1-138. Glosses to the Liber scintillarum are printed inaccurately in Defensor's Liber Scintillarum, ed. E. W. Rhodes, EETS 93 (1889; repr., Millwood, N. Y., 1975).
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glosses (cyrtenlice, mcenigtyw(nes), orped(lice), wurdliari) and two in the Liber scintil-larum (apinsian, cyrtenlice}. 'The Manual shares many other unusual words with these two glosses, e.g., awegan (LibSc) 'to consider', awoffian (Aid) 'to go mad', gefleard (Aid, LibSc) 'foolishness', hlosnere (Aid) 'listener', lasor (Aid) 'weed', pricel(s) (A\d,LibSc) 'goad',prutlice (LibSc) 'proudly', andtealtrian (Aid) 'to totter'. Except for the fact that they share rare words, there seems to be little similarity between these two sets of glosses and the Manual. Also, there is no evidence that the two glosses are products of Ramsey: it is generally believed, with good reason, that the Aldhelm glosses were compiled at Abingdon, and the Liber scintillarum is found in a Canterbury book, though its place of composition cannot be precisely fixed.21 It seems likely that we are here dealing with a general late Old English tendency toward the use of arcane words in glossing; much more work on the subject needs to be done.
A possible explanation for the use of these words in the Manual is that Byrhtferth picked up unusual vocabulary from glossed manuscripts that he had read and then used this vocabulary in his own prose. That he used a gloss in this way is plain at least once in the Manual. In a translation of the hymn Iam lucis orto sidere, Byrhtferth translates the word diurnis with drzgderlkum 'daily' (124.2), which he does not otherwise use. The word is in fact fairly rare; it is therefore remarkable that it is used in three glossed hymnals to translate the same word, diurnis, in this very hymn.22 It seems likely that Byrhtferth translated, or rather paraphrased, the hymn from a manuscript with an interlinear gloss, from which he picked up the word deegderlicum. Similarly, it can be shown that Byrhtferth probably had access to a glossed manuscript of Aldhelm's prose De laudibus virginitatis. In his Vita S. Ecgwini occur numerous interlinear and marginal glosses, mostly in Latin; Michael Lapidge has shown that these glosses were probably first inserted by Byrhtferth himself.23 Of the five Old English glosses to the work, four occur over a quotation from Aldhelm's prose De laudibus: "Sic ex auro hyacincto purpuraque bis-tincto cocco sive vermiculo cum bysso retorto. . . ,"24 I give here the glosses from the Vita S. Ecgwini together with those from the corresponding passage in the Brussels manuscript of Aldhelm and from a batch of glosses to this passage from the glossary in MS Cotton Cleopatra A. iii:25
21 See Goossens, p. 7, and N. R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford, 1957), p. 324. Although the gloss to the Liber scintillarum is remarkably free of errors, it seems to be a copy; see Rene Derolez, "Some Notes on the Liber Scintillarum and Its Old English Gloss (B.M., Ms. Royal 7 C iv)," in Philological Essays . . . in Honour of Herbert Dean Meritt, Janua Linguarum, Series Maior 37 (The Hague, 1970), pp. 148-49.
22 The glosses are printed in Hymnar und Hymnen im englischen Mittelalter, ed. Helmut Gneuss, Buchreihe der Anglia 12 (Tubingen, 1968), p. 274, and The Latin Hymns of the Anglo-Saxon Church, ed. Joseph Stevenson, Surtees Society 23 (Durham, 1851), p. 9.
23 "Byrhtferth and the Vita S. Ecgwini," pp. 351-52.
24 Giles, Vita Quorundum Anglo-Saxonum, p. 361. Cf. Aldhelmi Opera, ed. Rudolf Ehwald, MGH AA 15 (Berlin, 1919), p. 244, lines 18-19.
25 Glosses from the Vita are in Napier, Old English Glosses, p. 201; glosses from the Brussels manuscript in Goossens, nos. 1110-1115; glosses from Cleopatra in Anglo-Saxon and Old English Vocabularies, ed. Thomas Wright, 2nd ed., rev. R. P. Wiilcker (London, 1884), 1:491.7-10.
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Vita	Brussels	Cleopatra
hyacincto:	haewen	(CD)-t haswenre deage         hewen
cocco:	weolcread	(CD) 4 weqlcreasddre	weolocread
vermiculo:	wealhbasu 4 masdre (CD) 4 wealcbasewere	wealhbaso
cum bysso retorto:         mid hwitan twine    (A)    mid ge(ed)prawenum hwite twine
twine	geprawen

In the Brussels gloss the adjectives weolcreceddre (evidently corrupt) and wealcbasewere refer back to deage. CD and A are two different hands in the manuscript, which contains other glosses to this passage, not given here. It is evident that the glosses in the Vita are related both to those in the Brussels manuscript and those in the Cleopatra glossary, but are closer to the latter. I think, however, that it is less likely that Byrhtferth's glosses came from a glossary than from an interlinear version (from which was made or which was made from a glossary of the Cleopatra type?). The most natural explanation for their presence in a work glossed mainly in Latin is not that Byrhtferth went to a glossary to look up words in a passage with which he was probably already familiar, but rather that he found the glosses already present in his own Aldhelm manuscript and simply quoted them along with the Latin text. If this is the case, it is valuable evidence not only that Byrhtferth knew and used glossed manuscripts, but also that he took some interest in the glosses.
For our present purpose, the origin of Byrhtferth's odd vocabulary is less important than its nearly total absence from both Hex and Pen. Of the "rare or rarish" words listed by Clemoes as being shared by these texts, only a few — (ge)handlian, esne, oferniman — seem to me to be particularly rare,26 and none of the words I listed above as being "Byrhtferthian" or shared by the Manual and the Aldhelm glosses or Liber scintillarum appears in Hex or Pen. The absence of particular words from Hex and Pen, though not in itself conclusive evidence, illustrates the contrast between the relatively pedestrian vocabulary of these two works and the consciously arcane vocabulary of the Manual. Add to this the relative scarcity (noted above) of such features of style as elegant variation, and the result is that these two works seem rather homely beside the ornate Manual. Why should Byrhtferth have used a more flamboyant style in one work than in the other two? According to Clemoes, "The manual brings out to the full the learned, pedagogic trait that we have recognized in the compiler's work in the

26 According to Joseph Bosworth and T. Northcote Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary (Oxford, 1882-98), and Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary . . . Supplement (Oxford, 1908—21), arasian is found in Gregory's Dialogues, the Pastoral Care, the prose Benedictine Rule, Wright and Wiilcker's Vocabularies, AElfric's Homilies, and various poetry, aredian: Wulfstan, Pastoral Care, Laws, the prose Benedictine Rule, Augustine's Soliloquies, and Apollonius of Tyre, underwriffian (-wredian): AElfric, Durham Ritual, Kentish Glosses, Blickling Homilies, Pastoral Care, Aldhelm Glosses, and Durham Hymnal, began: Orosius, Pastoral Care, West-Saxon Psalms, Bede, Paris Psalter, Kentish Glosses, AElfric, Blickling Homilies, Chronicle, Laws, and Cockayne's Leechdoms. Both hwatung and hwat(a) are rare words, but the fact that Pen uses the former while Hex uses the latter makes me hesitate over the positive value of this evidence. In any case, the word does not link either text to the Manual.
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Hexateuch" (p. 50). Byrhtferth's fondness for elegant variation, at least, is "brought out much more markedly in the manual by the nature of its subject matter" (p. 51). The same would presumably hold true for the use of rare vocabulary and the tendency to give lists of synonyms. If the styles of the Manual, Pen, and Hex differ, Clemoes reasons, it is because the three works differ in subject matter. Hex is, as it should be, a close translation from the Latin; its main goal is intelligibility, and its style is properly conservative. Pen, a dry listing of sins and penances, is appropriately written in a dry style. The Manual, on the other hand, offers its author an opportunity to display his linguistic prowess.
The assumption that the subject matter of the Manual would naturally encourage a flamboyant style at first glance seems plausible, or even obvious, but should not be accepted uncritically; it may be a response to the situation that exists (it is difficult to imagine the Manual written in another style) rather than the result of a consideration of the requisites of a particular genre. The purpose of the Manual was to teach a very difficult subject to struggling and often poorly educated students; certainly intelligibility should have been as important there as in Hex. AElfric, who ordinarily wrote a highly stylized (though not flamboyant) Old English prose, used a much plainer style in composing his two textbooks (the Grammar and De temporibus anni); the relative simplicity of style in these two works is probably to be explained as the result of the need for absolute clarity in the explanation of difficult matters. Even a cursory comparison of the Latin portions of Byrhtferth's Manual with his two saints' lives suggests that he, too, toned down his usual flamboyant style in writing his own textbook, for if the Latin of the Manual often seems turgid and difficult, the Latin of the saints' lives is all but impenetrable. It would seem that in both the English and the Latin sections of the Manual Byrhtferth's ostentatious style was used not because of the genre in which he was writing, but in spite of it.
If Byrhtferth thought his "vernacular hermeneutic" style to be appropriate to the Manual, why did he think it inappropriate to Hex? I suspect that a biblical translation by Byrhtferth would very likely have included numerous multiple renderings (as in the Manual) and copious marginalia (as in the Vita S. Ecgwini); he would not have been content merely to render the text intelligible, but would have wanted to explicate it as well. I also suspect that Byrhtferth would have used elegant variation much more than our anonymous translator does, particularly in such repetitive passages as Gen. 4.17-5.31. A highly stylized biblical translation may seem inappropriate to the modern reader, but we must not forget that AElfric freely used his rhythmical style in translating parts of Genesis, Numbers, and Joshua, and that poetic translations of the Psalms were not at all uncommon in Anglo-Saxon times. I suspect, too, that Byrhtferth would have been unhappy with such a highly repetitive text as Pen, and yet there is no sign of any attempt to vary the endlessly repeated formulas of that work. If Byrhtferth wrote Hex and Pen, he completely and inexplicably abandoned the style he affected in the Manual when he did so.
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 In view of the differences among our three texts, it seems unlikely to me that any two of them were written by the same author; still, the evidence offered by Professor Clemoes is strong enough to suggest that there is some connection among them. Particularly compelling, I think, is Clemoes's demonstration that all three texts use the Frankish reckoning of twelve pence to the shilling, which before the conquest is attested only in the Ely district, including nearby Ramsey (p. 50). When we add to this evidence the grammatical similarities among our texts (the avoidance of swa swa, \>eah de and nateshwori) and the common use of several rare words (oferniman, (ge)hand-lian, esne), the suggestion is strong that Hex and Pen, as well as the Manual, were products of Ramsey Abbey, or some nearby center where a similar dialect might have been written.
In the beginning of this paper I mentioned the two homiletic pieces (here abbreviated ManHom I and II) that follow the Manual in MS Ashmole 328 and are also found in a revised form in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, MS 421.27 Karl Jost argued that ManHom I was actually a part of the Manual, pointing out that it was, like Book Four of the Manual, written on the subject of numerology (specifically on the number eight) and that it took up where Book Four left off, with a discussion of the day of judgment.28 Jost's view is supported by an examination of the stylistic similarities between ManHom I and the Manual. Like the Manual, it uses beforan [1], not aetforan, prefers God [4] to Drihten [0], and prefers daeg to niht as a unit of time.29 Also like the Manual, it places the modal auxiliary, when it is used, before and not after the infinitive in subordinate clauses (e.g., "Manige men wenaS baet bes middaneard scyle standan on syx busend wintrum" 240.11-13). Like the Manual, it uses the rare word gefcedlic (242.25), and the version in Corpus 421 uses the word apinsian (Ashmole 328 has aspyrian, 242.14). Byrhtferth's fondness for elegant variation is displayed in the sentence, "Pass dasges sawla and lichaman beoS gesamnode; by dasge blissiaS ba be sunnandasges freols heoldon" (240.27-29). Also evident is Byrhtferth's tendency to give long lists of equivalent words and phrases for concepts even when such lists are not necessary, e.g., "baet ys domes daeg, bast ys se eca daeg, se langa daeg asfter bam dome, se myrga dasg, se halgosta sunnandasg, Codes dasg and ealra halgena dasg" (240.25-27). With the phrase in ManHom I, "hyt ys gyt geornlice to asmeageanne, and hyt ys to aspyrianne" (242.13-14) we may compare such phrases in the Manual as "synt to asmeagenne, and synt eac to asmuganne" (46.34) and "hyt by5 geradlic bast we ascrutnion his fare and
27 See n. 8 for references to the edited text. Throughout the following discussion I cite Crawford's text.
28 Wulfstanstudien, pp. 241-43.
29 In the Manual, Byrhtferth regularly uses niht when reference is to the age of the moon (e.g., 32.16); otherwise he uses almost exclusively daeg. Niht is used only sporadically when the moon's age is not discussed, and the few occurrences tend to come in groups (e.g., 86.24, 26, 27; 158.16, 24).
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apinsiun his siS" (64.4-5). Byrhtferth occasionally shows a fondness for rhyme in his prose. The best example in the Manual is:
Hwaet, hig forwel oft Jjaet lof gelengaS, paet hig pa syxtan tid wynsumlice geglengaS, wilnigiende mid pissum Jjeowdome cuman to ecum freodome (126.4-6).
Less spectacular but similar examples are the rhymes of gedihte and gerihte (42.13-14) and gedihte and mihte (90.22). In Manffom I graniad is rhymed with waniad (242.7).
Despite its brevity, ManHom I agrees remarkably well with the Manual. The only possible objection to Byrhtferth's authorship of the piece is that it once uses forf>an ])e rather than fordam (240.13). But our evidence for an author's use of a linguistic feature is best when we have many examples of that feature. In the Manual proper, we were able to state with reasonable certainty that Byrhtferth preferred fordam [40] to fordam de [4]. While forty-four examples of a feature provide a good sample, one example does not. If fordam de were used not at all in the Manual proper (or if we had in ManHom I an example of, say,fordy de, which is not used at all in the Manual), its occurrence here might cause some doubts. But this single occurrence weakens neither the evidence for Byrhtferth's authorship of ManHom I nor the evidence for Byrhtferth's preference of fordam over fordam de.
ManHom II is much less closely related to the Manual in subject matter than is ManHom I. It is an exhortation to Christian virtue and has nothing to do with the computus or with numerology. It is not surprising, then, that few have considered it a part of the Manual. Only Jost seriously considered this possibility, noting that the piece seemed to be directed to the '"Weltgeistlichen," the same people to whom Byrhtferth taught the computus in English.30 A more convincing argument, I think, might have been to note the manuscript evidence linking ManHom II with ManHom I, which Jost thought was probably a part of the Manual. It is not likely a coincidence that in both manuscripts where they occur, ManHom II directly follows ManHom
I. ManHom I, as found in Corpus Christi 421, has been revised by the addition of an introductory paragraph in the style of Wulfstan; in ManHom
II. the addresses to \>u, a single reader, have been replaced by addresses to ge, a congregation. It seems most likely that whoever revised ManHom I also revised ManHom II. Noticing the two pieces together at the end of a copy of the Manual,  he saw that they could be made into usable homilies, and adapted them to that purpose. If this was the case, then they must have been together at the end of the Manual some years before the copying of Ashmole 328, for Corpus Christi 421 is dated to about the end of the first quarter of the eleventh century, some twenty-five years before the date of Ashmole 328.31

30 Widfstanstudien, pp. 244-45.
31 Ker, Catalogue, pp.  117-18, 349.
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Such an argument as this, of course, is merely speculative without the support of stylistic evidence. In fact, ManHom II agrees with the Manual as closely as does ManHom I. Like the Manual, ManHom II uses fordam [2] rather than fordam de, na [1] rather than nateshwon, -and beforan [2] rather than cetforan. It uses swa at least twice where ^Elfric (for example) might have used swa swa. Like the Manual, it prefers God [24] to Drihten [2] and uses the interjection hwcet [1]; also like the Manual, it places the modal auxiliary before the infinitive in subordinate clauses [10]. Rare words shared with the Manual are deopdancol (248.22; cf. Manual 164.28, where it is used in a similar construction) and geondscridan (249.32); also the phrase mid fullum gesceade (248.2-3), rather common in the Manual [9] but rare elsewhere (it is not used in Hex or Pen). Like Byrhtferth, the author of ManHom II is fond of stringing together synonyms, e.g., "Eala bu wynsuma man, bu seSela wer, bu Codes anlicnys, ic bidde be, ic laere be, ic bebeode be: geclsensa be, afeorma be" (247.3-5) and "Feower bing synt ealra binga behefost bam arwyrSan men, bam Codes frynd, bam be bengS to bam ecan life" (247.31-33). Also characteristic of Byrhtferth is the rhyme of hege with ege (247.10). I have noted no differences in usage between the Manual and ManHom II.
It seems probable that ManHom II was written by Byrhtferth, who intended it to follow the Manual as it does in Ashmole 328. But since it has nothing to do with the subject matter of the Manual, what is it doing here? It is, I think, a teacher's parting words to his students, a fittingly moralistic conclusion to a medieval textbook. It is paralleled on a smaller scale by the closing words of the magister to his students in AElfric's Colloquy, and is exactly what we might expect from a rather verbose teacher like Byrhtferth. We may, then, regard ManHom I as the conclusion of Book Four of the Manual, and ManHom II as the epilogue to the entire work.32
Before leaving the Manual, we should take note of the many Old English and Latin glosses that occur throughout the work; most of these were printed by Crawford in his edition. In view of Lapidge's demonstration that Byrhtferth probably supplied the glosses to the Vita S. Ecgwini, it seems worthwhile to consider the possibility that he was also the glossator of the Manual. In fact, there is considerable evidence to suggest that he was. In the first place, all but a few of the glosses are in the same hand that wrote the main text, a circumstance that suggests that these glosses predate our manuscript of the Manual. Stylistic evidence also supports the attribution of the glosses to Byrhtferth. At the beginning of Book Four there is a continuous interlinear gloss to more than three manuscript pages of the Latin text

32 Heinrich Henel, "Byrhtferth's Preface: The Epilogue of his Manual?," speculum 18 (1943), 288-302, noting that in the last paragraph of the Preface Byrhtferth refers to that piece as an epilogus, very reasonably argued that the Preface was actually an epilogue, very likely the epilogue of the Manual. Michael Lapidge, however, has since demonstrated that, for Byrhtferth, at least, epilogus meant "preface," the sense in which it is used in the Vita S. Ecgwini (Vita Quorundum Anglo-Saxonum, ed. Giles, p. 349; see Lapidge, "Byrhtferth and the Vita S. Ecgwini," p. 337, n. 32). If, despite Henel's forceful arguments to the contrary, this piece was indeed a preface, there will be little objection to taking ManHom II as the epilogue of the Manual.
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(198.2-202.4). While the gloss is very short, we can nevertheless note several resemblances to Byrhtferth's prose. Latin sicut is once glossed swa and once ealswa, not swa swa, and salua ratione is glossed mid gesundum gesceade, a phrase that is similar to Byrhtferth's midfullum gesceade, noted above. Also, two rare words that we have identified as being typical of Byrhtferth are used here, namely, amearkyan (to exarare) and nuenigtywe (to sollest, probably an error for sollerter). Finally, there is a significant verbal parallel between this gloss and a passage in the Old English section of the Manual: the gloss to Byrhtferth's quotation of Sapientia 11.21, "Omnia in mensura et in numero et pondere creauit," is "Ealle }>ing on gemete and on getaele and on gewihte gescop" (198.19-20). The wording of the gloss is nearly identical with that of a translation of the same passage in Book One: "ealle J?ing he gesette on gemete and on getele and on gewihte" (8.17-18).
There are also indications that some of the isolated glosses to the Manual were supplied by Byrhtferth. In a Latin passage in Book One, we find the word qualitantes [sic] glossed .i. gehwylcnyssa (10.5), a word that recurs in Byrhtferth's translation of the same passage (10.29). Gehwylcnes is not a common word in Old English;33 alternative renderings are hwylcnes and swyknes, also fairly rare words. A similar case is the phrase gefrungen yld, used to gloss iuuentute in Book Four (204.6); the phrase also occurs in Book One (12.14), but I have seen it used nowhere else in Old English prose. Occasionally an Old English word seems to be used not to explain the meaning of the text, but merely to supply an equivalent to another Old English word. This is a tendency which we have seen to be typical of Byrhtferth. Examples are the glosses -t cunnan to learnian (74.1), i cydad to secgad (74.9) and -h belimpad to gebyriad (164.17). In each instance, the word glossed seems no more difficult than the gloss itself.
There are about sixty Latin glosses in the Manual; several of these show signs of Byrhtferth's authorship. Most of the glosses are explanations of difficult "hermeneutic" words in the text, e.g., .i. locuti to orsi sumus (10.4), .i. hominis to antri (16.7), and .i. senioribus to senpectis (22.5). Some other glosses are interpretations of words figuratively used, e.g., .i. ignorantias to tenebras (16.7) and -hmanifestata -tdeclarata to euiscerata (10.25). Such glosses could have been added by Byrhtferth or by a later user of the Manual. But occasionally the gloss actually provides a more difficult alternative to a common word, e.g., .i. Grece onomata to nomina (10.6) and .i. caraxatam to descriptam (28.1). Byrhtferth uses both onoma and caraxo, loans from Greek, elsewhere in his Latin prose.34 A clearly Byrhtferthian feature may be seen in the gloss uel. -li to expellere in the passage, "Eligendo innocenter uiuere cum Ipso, et in-uidiam de cordis thalamo expellere" (208.19-20). The gloss suggests that the passive infinitive expelli is here an alternative to expellere; the sense of the

33 Toller, Supplement, records its occurrence only here, in the Durham Hymnal, and in the prose Benedictine Rule; it is also found in the Expositio Hymnorum (Hymnar und Hymnen, ed. Gneuss, p. 300).
34 E.g., onomata, Manual 200.19; caraxata, Manual 200.15. See also Lapidge,'"The Hermeneutic Style," p. 93.
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Latin, however, demands the use of the active infinitive. Lapidge has pointed out that the confusion of active and passive infinitives is a common feature in Byrhtferth's Latin;35 this gloss illustrates the confusion. Finally, we may note that over the word inuestigatam in the passage, "inuestigatam diutissime hanc questionem a patrum dictis libet ad alia celeriter properare" (202.28-204.2) is written "Scilicet a nobis," a phrase that makes little sense unless we take it to refer to Byrhtferth himself. It appears, then, that the Manual includes not only ManHom I and II, but many, perhaps most, of the Old English and Latin glosses that accompany the text.
In addition to the Manual, there are at least two short notes on the computus, both preserved in MS Cotton Caligula A. xv, Part B, that are very likely by Byrhtferth. Neither is more than three hundred words; texts of this length are very difficult to test for authorship, for no one of them will preserve more than a few traces of evidence of authorship. For this reason, I find it impossible to assert more than a general likelihood that Byrhtferth wrote these notes.
The first note is on fols. 142v-143 of Caligula.36 It closely parallels a passage from the Manual (50.29-30, 52.8-30). Henel (p. 54) suggested that it was a revision by Byrhtferth himself of the passage from the Manual. In addition to phrases such asfegera bisene that are, as Henel noted, "ganz in ByrhtferS's Tonart" (cf. Manual, 160.7) we may note the use of the rare phrase mid gesceade, clearly similar to mid fullum gesceade and used twice in the Manual, and the use of swa, not swa swa, in the phrase "swa we aer cwaedon." Also, the modal auxiliary precedes the infinitive in the clauses "baet bu mage . . . asmegan" and "Gyf bu ne mage o56e ne cunne todselan." None of these features is paralleled in the corresponding passage in the Manual.
Immediately following this text is a fragmentary paragraph, printed by Henel (p. 54), that very possibly belongs with the preceding text. Again, it closely parallels a passage in the Manual (58.27-31) but by itself provides very little evidence of authorship. It should be noted that sceolon follows irnan in a relative clause; this word order is rare, but not unknown, in the Manual. But a single linguistic fact will not give us grounds either for accepting or rejecting the passage. This fragment is followed by a table of lunar regulars; this table is to be compared with those in the Manual (pp. 38, 58). As noted by Henel (p. 54), Byrhtferth in his tables uses the Alexandrian, and Caligula the Roman reckoning.
Following the table is a text loosely paralleling the Manual, p. 36, and printed inaccurately as a note on this passage by Crawford,37 who stated that it was "possibly Byrhtferth's own composition." Supporting Crawford's conjecture

35 "Byrhtferth and the Vita S. Ecgwini," p. 336.
36 Printed by Heinrich Henel, Studien zum altenglischen Computus,  Beitrage zur englischen Philologie 26 (Leipzig, 1934), pp. 53-54.
37 The following corrections should be made in Crawford's text: line 3 hund daga:  MS hundaga. 9 habbaS: MS habba>. 14 beo: MS beoS. 18 x: MS p. 20 biS: MS bij?. 22 leden]: MS leden and.
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 is the text's use of swa, not swa swa, na, not nateshwon, and the use of the auxiliary before the infinitive in a noun clause. Also, the phrase mid cefrelre smeaunge is reminiscent of mid fullum gesceade and similar phrases in the Manual. The paragraph does, however, use the word ceghwilc, which is exceedingly rare, though not unknown, in the Manual (it is used once, 134.12). Nevertheless, most of the stylistic details, as well as the tone of the piece, are typical of Byrhtferth.
In this paper I have rejected much from the Byrhtferth canon and added very little. If I am correct, however, in thinking that Byrhtferth did not write the Hexateuch and the Penitential, he is still unlikely to sink into obscurity. Convincing cases have been made for his authorship of the Vita S. Oswaldi and Vita S. Ecgwini, and it is probable that he was responsible for the compilation of the computistical miscellany preserved in Oxford, St. John's College, MS 17, to which he provided a Preface.38 These are no minor productions, and, taken with the Manual, are quite enough to earn Byrhtferth an important place in any history of English literature. It seems entirely likely that he wrote more than the four works mentioned here; if any of his other major works, either in Latin or in Old English, have been preserved, it is only a matter of time before they are discovered; for Byrhtferth, with his uniquely flamboyant style, is one of the most identifiable of Anglo-Saxon authors.39

university of montana
38 A. Van de Vyver, "Les Oeuvres inedites d'Abbon de Fleury," Revue Benedictine 47 (1935), 144; Cyril Hart, "Byrhtferth and His Manual," Medium AEvum 41 (1972), 96.
39 I am most grateful to Dr. Michael Lapidge for supplying me with a copy of his article, "Byrhtferth and the Vita S. Ecgwini," unpublished at the time of writing, and to Professor Fred C. Robinson for reading a draft of this article and offering many helpful suggestions.

